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Devonshire
Dumpling

fabulous Harley Davidson’s
and no two the same.
The ride led by Steve Cork
with Sally on the back &
Catherine on Pegasus.

September 2010

when there’s no free road
space in front of them.
Put them on motorcycles
first!!!!! ‘That’s what I say’ No
car license unless you’ve
spent time on a bike.
Anyway – Rage over a little
calm returns to the Deuce
again so where were we –
Oh yes - on up to

Ride Leaders - STEVE &
CATHERINE CORK

‘Pack Thursday evening’
‘depart Friday morning in
good time’ - ‘Now We don’t
have to be there till 0900’Plenty of time or so I thought
– What is it about keys and
their disappearance together
with gloves goggles/glasses
and all motorcycling
equipment that plagues us
always prior to a run! After
two returns to the house and
a stop for fuel we eventually
get going towards our
Rendezvous down at GBK in
fine weather, we make our
way into the Burger King car
park already for our 0930 am
departure with all the other
Hogsback dumplingers.
A quick coffee and a bite to
eat, the briefing and were off!
‘Pete and Sue, Paul, Dave
the Editor, Dave – ‘Henry
Hook’ and Tracy what a grin
they’re going to be! Nigel
and Maggie, Steve and
Anne, Dell ‘n’ Wendy, Mike
with Sally, Roger ‘n’ Babs,
Andy this time with Carol on
pillion, Keith and Wendy then
Gary Chris, Dik and Hillary
and Norm and Gwen
bringing up the tail. A truly
splendid sight all those

We soon span out along the
A31 towards Winchester and
onto the dual carriageway. At
this stage I must
congratulate Paul having just
picked up his brand new
Fatboy trying desperately
hard to run it in correctly and
keep the speed down and
the revs within tolerance.
This he managed remarkably
well given no tachometer
and the added difficulty of
keeping up with the pack.

Stonehenge along the A303
and an RAF Puma fly-past
heralding the arrival of …

Carl n Flo.

North onto the A34 together
with its heavy traffic & then
suddenly ‘what’s that car
doing going the wrong way
around the roundabout? What is it with car drivers
when they quite deliberately
block motorcycles from
making headway in traffic
then block the roundabouts

Rested and refreshed it’s 45
minutes to RNAS Yeovilton
just past the Greasy Spoon.
Oh how I wanted to turn
left back to my FAA roots,
possibly stopping at the
Podimore Inn for a swiftie
(No - 8 hours between bottle
and throttle), - no flying today
though, instead we’re going
right onto the A38 and past
Somerton maybe the Red
Lion then? Across the
Somerset flats we continue
and throughout the ride the
drop off is working well.
‘Pass the marker – move to
the inside’ it absolutely
works when everyone does it
– The Roar of the motor the
smell of the country. Ahhh!!!
Bisto !!!!(Or something
similar in colour anyway) –
Bridgwater closes in and it’s
down to Riders for lunch.

We leave Somerset in the
mirror, we’re heading into
Devon good and proper, the
countryside changes as the
flats disappear & more hills &
woodland presents itself,
together with a very fine rain
just the wrong side of mist.
Oh yes I nearly forgot that
we’re traveling with
Hogsback so there has to be
liquid sunshine at some point
during the weekend.
Porlock Hill with its damp
bends and adversely or
somewhat heavily cambered

roads make passing more
than interesting, demanding
maximum concentration.
Always remember, ‘what
goes up- must come down!
This hill though is a 1 in 4 as
down’s go but at the bottom
of the hill avoiding the
emergency run off area and
once we’ve done a circuit of
the picturesque waterfront at
Lynton, is Lynmouth’s
famous ‘Rock House Hotel’
and the first of many ‘Devon
Cream Teas’.

Water proofs yes or no? is
always the question but this
time we will go with yes and
are just about ready at
departure time which is an
added bonus as it’s raining
heavily and riding on wet
roads we are saved the
drenched embarrassment of
a wrong decision.
Thirty odd miles later, across
the Torridge bridge and we
drop down into Appledore

with its beautiful and not so
over trendy harbour and
quayside No kiss me quick
hats here just pure Peter and

Jane holiday material
straight out of the ladybird
book or brochure.
We pull off the ride at our
guesthouse (The splendid
Georgian double fronted
Raleigh House with our host
Val and Paul) and wave the
ride through – well meet
them later for Fish n Chips or
Curry at the Seagate Hotel.

The briefing for Saturday’s
departure was given on
Friday night after dinner
‘tomorrow quarter to
ten every one clear’ – five
minutes later – ‘what time did
he say’. Am I the worlds
worst at remembering
timings – probably! Anyway
once reassured of the
departure time a good night
ensued with plenty of
refreshment and Nigel ‘out
singing’ the hotel’s booked
folk group with his Buddy
Holly and folk rendition Fantastic yet again.

Saturday morning we’re off
via Bideford to the ragged
cliffs of Hartland Quay a real
life smugglers cove for us it’s

donuts and coffee at the
‘Hartland Quay Hotel’

followed by a ‘Chapter’
photo shoot on the mound

with the rocks not the skinny
dippers as a suitable
backdrop – poor
unsuspecting fools. - There
then followed an outstanding
helter skelter big dipper ride
Airborne to bottom the
suspension through to South
Molton and the Quince
Honey Farm “great if you like
yellow and black insects that
sting” I’m reminded. Still, an
interesting visit all the same
only hurried due to the
phobia of bee nests inside
post boxes.

On the machines once again
only this time through to
Instow a small villiage
opposite Appledore on the
low tide estuary of the River
Torrage and onto the fine
lawn’s of the Commodore
Hotel for fabulous Hot yes
you’ve guessed it Devon
Cream Teas. (But to die for
cream teas)
A split in events now as a
various groups set off for
either Appledore or over to
Carl & Flo’s place at
Westward Ho, Pete with Sue
on pillion and Dave
Stubbings ‘Henry Hook’ and
Tracy on the red & chrome
Custom together with Gaz n
Shaz, led the mystery tour
back across the Torridge
bridge – A bridge too far by
all accounts, .Tracy pointing
out the drop off boy did I
laugh!!! Twitched the
steering all the way into
Bideford
Saturday Evening having all
parked up at Carl n Flo’s
place it’s Potwallopers and
an absolutely outstanding
meal well organized and
beautifully presented taken
in great company. Why is it
you always want what
someone else has ordered?
Anyway - Then followed
Steve Corks shortened
version of what the
Potwalloper has done for the
eradication of seawall
erosion over the last few
hundred years again
presentations available on
request and possibly a video
being released in time for
Christmas. Nice one Steve.

(Potters Wheel interlude
needed)

A chilly ride back to the Digs
new Hoodie on and then
onto the Seagate Hotel
again but tonight Elvis is
making his return amongst
the Chapter members there
assembled. Elvis lives
honestly just ask Carl!
Sunday 10.30 (ish) is the
ride Home for most but an
early Gaz and Shaz puncture
dampened the events with
the road crew dispatched to
see if anything they could do
but all to no avail, they’ll just
have to wait for the AA.
Approaching the A34 on the
A303 we break ranks
overtake the ride then drop
off so as to allow the whole
ride to pass for these are our
goodbyes to all the riders
both new and old, we wave
to each rider and passenger
in turn – thanks guys great
weekend only picking up the
ride again behind the ‘Tail
Gunners’ as the ride rolls off
left down the A34 slip we
catch up with four strays
then home in time for tea! No
Cream this time!

Mark Henry
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Mod to HOG
How I went
from Parka to
Road Captain
In 1960 I acquired my first
motorised bike at the ripe old
age of 14. Well not exactly a
motorbike more of an engine
that fit on the back wheel of a
pedal cycle… a Power Pack. I
fitted this to my then tandem
and my mate and I putted
around South London and the
South to our hearts content,
no licence, no insurance and
certainly no number plates.
Not to mention driving whilst
disqualified (by reason of
age).All highly illegal – but
times were different then. I
passed my test in 1962 and
bought a Lambretta TV175…
yes I was a mod … Parka and
all … but drew the line at a
foxes tail.

However I saw the light and
transferred my affections to

riding proper bikes. I had a
succession of British bikes
followed by a succession of
crap, sorry Jap bikes.
Somewhere in amongst that
lot was a sickly yellow Honda
70 … affectionately referred
to ‘as a blob of custard on
wheels’ by my son, but less
said the better.
My last big bike was a Pan
European but as my hips
deteriorated I couldn’t take
the weight (hips replaced in
1995). I downsized to a
Kawasaki EN 125 – total
rubbish, so I progressed to a
Suzuki Intruder. After having
my hips replaced I was
hankering after
a big bike again but I needed
to be able to put both feet flat
on the ground. Maybe you
can see where this is now
heading!
After visiting an AMOC show I
came out with my first HarleyDavidson … £15 made
out of coke cans. I purchased
my first proper Harley from a
guy in Peterborough
an Electra Glide Sport (the
predecessor to the
Roadking). Now my love affair
with Harleys begins.

Unfortunately this bike was
stolen from my garage, I
moved up the ladder and
bought an Electra Glide
Classic but this was also
stolen from my garage (I
guess I’d been targeted).
By this time I had my eye on
a new 1997 Roadking.
13 years later and I have only
just parted with it, much to my
sorrow.

Yet more health problems
and I have again downsized.
This time I am the proud
owner of a 1200 Sportster.
I joined the chapter in 1997
and 18 months later was told
by the then Director who shall

remain nameless that I was a
Road Marshal – no invitation,
no discussion. The Director of
the chapter had total
autonomy. Democracy was a
taboo word. I eventually
graduated to the dizzy heights
of Road Captain.

I have been a member of the
chapter for 13 years – a
decade or more as Road
Crew.
I was never a diehard Harley
man until my first purchase
but can honestly say that
over the years I have been to
places that I never would
have, I have met people that I

never would have and made
many friends – all thanks to
Harley-Davidson.
Over the years I have seen
many changes to the
Chapter, mostly for the good
but on one or two occasions
in the past, not so good. And
so to the present, and for
personal reasons, I have
decided to stand down as part
of the Road Crew. The
Chapter today is vibrant and
forward looking, a Chapter
that is the envy of other
Chapters – one that other
Chapters look to for ideas and
inspiration – due in no small
part to the Management
Committee and Road Crew
as well as the members
themselves. I’m sure if the
chapter had a motto it would
read something like “We lead
the rest follow”.
To finish I would like to say
that I feel proud to have
served the Chapter in my role

as Road Captain and now
look forward to joining the rest
of you.

Colin Shonfeld
Road Captain (Retired)



















































The Hogsback
Road Crew;
Who are they and how did
they get there

aware of the safety aspects of
group riding to ensure that
rides are safe and enjoyable
for all.

the year. This generally
involves carrying out a full
reconnaissance of the route
to be used in advance of the
ride and identifying any areas

In this article the Hogsback
Road Captains explain the
Hogsback system.
In the recent survey of
Hogsback Chapter members
a few people wanted to know
a bit more about the work of
the Road Crew and how they
could get more involved.

The Road Crew’s primary
objective is to organise and
lead rides for the enjoyment
of all Chapter members.
This means identifying
suitable destinations, sorting
out appropriate routes,
arranging fuel/refreshment
stops and ensuring that all
members taking part are

where particular care will be
required during the ride. For
weekends away it also
includes identifying and
booking suitable
accommodation, sorting out
places for lunch, dinner,
evening entertainment and
essential details like where to
park a large group of bikes at
various places during the
weekend. All of this planning
is carried out by the Road
Crew at their own cost and in
their own time.
So who are the Road Crew?
Firstly they are full members
of Hogsback Chapter, pay
membership fees and have
no special membership
privileges. Secondly they are
willing to spend a substantial
amount of their own time in
organising and leading rides
and weekends away during

Rides are generally led by
one of the Road Crew, with
two “tail end” back-up crew.
On larger rides other Road
Crew will assist as necessary.
The ride leader is responsible
for briefing the riders before
setting off and riding to the
destination in a safe and
responsible manner at the

head of the group. The tail
end crew are responsible for
assisting the ride leader with
safe departures, protecting
the back of the ride, attending
to any riders who may have to
stop for some reason and
alerting the ride leader to any
problems that might affect the
ride’s progress. Group riding
techniques, staggered
spacing, drop offs etc. are
essential for safe group riding
and these are demonstrated
by the Road Crew at New
Members Rides held during
the riding season. Guidelines
for group riding can also be
found on the Hogsback
website.

At the core of the Road Crew
are the Road Captains, who
take primary responsibility for
the ride-out programme. All of
the Road Captains are
experienced riders, many of
them having been on two
wheels since they were first
legally allowed on the road in
their teens. They have all
completed an advanced riding
course, Riders Edge, IAM,
RoSPA or equivalent, and a
first aid course, but more
importantly they work closely
together and have complete
confidence in each other
when working together. For
this reason the appointment

to Road Captain is only made
after individuals have proved
their commitment and
capability over a significant
period of time. The
appointment is made by the
existing Road Captains, who
all need to be entirely
confident in the ability of the
individual to take this
responsibility, work with the
team and provide full support

whenever and wherever
needed.
The route to Road Captain is
via Road Marshal. Chapter
members who have
demonstrated a level of
commitment as members and
are considered by the Road
Captains to have the potential
qualities required for Road
Crew may be invited to

become Road Marshals.
Qualities required include
group awareness and
respect, enthusiasm,
participation, and confidence
on the road. Potential Road
Marshals are identified from
observation by the Road
Captains during rides and
events during the riding
season. What we particularly
look for are riders who are
able to take, use and give
information consistent with
the police system of
motorcycling, as published in
“Roadcraft”. In addition to
being observed as having
potential they must satisfy all
of the following criteria:
1. Competency in bike
handling
2. Riding consistency and
safety
3. Happy to be a team player
4. Happy to take
responsibility
5. Interested in organising
rides
6. Reliable and dependable
7. Frequency at Chapter
rides
8. Sociable and courteous
9. Hogsback member for at
least one year
10. No Officer role in any
other bike club.
The Road Captains generally
meet at various times during
the year to discuss potential

candidates. These meetings
usually involve free and frank
discussion and no minutes
are taken! When the Road
Captains agree on a potential
candidate, they are
approached to see if they are
willing to undertake the
responsibilities of Road Crew.

advance riding training and
fully demonstrate their
competence and reliability as
part of the Road Crew. At the
end of one riding season they
may be invited to become full
Road Captains, they may be
asked to continue for a further
period as a Road Marshal, or

Road Marshals are appointed
for a nominal period of two
years. During this time they
are considered full Road
Crew with full responsibilities
to organise and lead rides.
Also during this time they will
be expected to undergo

they may step down from the
Road Crew if they feel unable
to participate fully.
Membership of the Road
Crew is not a right, but a
recognition of competence
and commitment over time.
With the position comes
responsibility – to the Chapter
members and to the rest of
the Road Crew – to ensure
that the Chapter operates in a
safe and enjoyable way for
the benefit of all members.
The Hogsback Chapter
Road Captains

